
110 NOACtIIAN AND GEOLOGICAL DELUGES.

of formation, four or five entirely distinct races of animals and

plants successively occupied the land and the waters, and

passed away in regular order; and these races were so unlike,

that they could not have been contemporaneous. Who will

maintain that all this took place in the short period of two

thousand years? I am sure that no geologist will.

But modern geologists have, until recently, supposed that

the traces of Noah's deluge might still be seen upon the

earth's surface. I say its surface; for none of them imagined
those effects could have reached to a great depth. Over a

large part of the northern hemisphere they found extensive

accumulations of gravel and bowiders, which had been removed

often a great distance from their parent rocks, while the ledges
beneath were smoothed and striated, obviously by the grating
over them of these piles of detritus. How very natural to

refer these effects to the agency of currents of water; just such

currents as might have resulted from a universal deluge. But

the inference was a hasty one. For when geologists came to

study the phenomena of drift or diluvium, as these accumula
tions of travelled matter are called, they found that currents
of water alone would not explain them all. Some other agency
must have been concerned; and the general opinion now is,
that drift has been the result of the joint action of water and

ice; and nearly all geologists suppose that this action took

place before man's existence on the globe. Some suppose it

to have been the result of oceanic currents, while yet our con
tinents were beneath the waters; others think that the northern
ocean may have been thrown southerly over the dry land by
the elevation of its bed; and others maintain that vast masses
of ice may formerly have encircled high latitudes, whose gla
ciers, melting away, may have driven towards the equator the

great quantities of drift and bowlders which have been carried
in that direction. In short, it is now found that this is one
of the most difficult problems in geology; and while most geol
ogists agree that both ice and water have been concerned in

producing the phenomena, the time and manner of their action
are not yet very satisfactorily determined. They may have
acted at different periods and in divers manners; but all
the phenomena could not have been the result of one transient

deluge.
From the facts that have now been detailed, it appears that
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